
The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking 
new landscapes but in having new eyes.

- Marcel Proust, French Novelist 

Simulating the world of travel for children using Google Earth.

viaTime was developed in order to teach students not only about distance, time, and geographical locations, 
but how Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can be tailored to meet a child’s creativity and imagination. 

Google Earth (GE) provides a conduit for collaborative, imagination, research, and creativity. The open 
platform that GE provides, allows developers to reach geography students by offering new and exciting ways 
of presenting data. Geographic data can be tailored in various formats geared towards any specific industry. 
The application viaTime offers a unique perspective into the transportation industry by allowing students to 
create their own airline while opening doors into the world of geography and transportation.Pu
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The Ticket Jacket Museum offers a unique introduction into historical airline routes.

Overall Global Timetable

New Users Create an Account

viaTime is an interactive web based application which can be used on multiple platforms.  

The three client dependencies for the viaTime network is an internet connection, web browser, and Google Earth. The client side internet connectivity can 
utilize both wireless and Ethernet.  The interaction between GE servers and viaTime makes use of the Keyhole Markup Language (KML).  The end user's data
 is stored within a MySQL database and in various tables. The tables store airport location and user information. The clients interact with both the MySQL
 database (PHP Scripting) and the Ajax connection.

The Great Cirlce Route is utilized by Google Earth to plot lines between two locations.  This same formula was used to predict the percentage of flight for each
aircraft based off departure time.Me
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tidBitd Allows children to create thematic maps.

Creating tidBits allows users to place pictures and icons within Google Earth.

Conclusion
viaTime serves as a geographical blog site where users can identify locations
 and share their experiences.  The value is in the data collected from users 
about their location.

viaTime is a conduit serving as a  travelogue and/or  geographical 
dictionary, highlighting various features and locations on the earth’s surface.
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Transportation will never be the same...


